Protocol 8
Colonoscopic surveillance for unaffected individuals who have a family history of colorectal cancer

**B1:** One-off colonoscopy at 55
Revert to National Bowel Screening if normal

- Unaffected individual with 3 or more relatives with colorectal cancer (CRC)
  - One FDR with CRC >75y who has two FDR/SDR with CRC <75y
  - FDR with CRC <75y
  - FDR with CRC <50y
  - Both <60y

**B2:** 5 yearly colonoscopy 50–75
Aspirin\(^2\) 75mg od from 50y

- Unaffected individual with 2 relatives with colorectal cancer (CRC)
  - One FDR with CRC <75y who has FDR with CRC <75y
  - FDR with CRC <50y
  - Both <60y

- Both parents with CRC <75y

**B3:** 5 yearly colonoscopy 40–75
Aspirin\(^2\) 75mg od from 40y

- Unaffected individual with 1 relative with colorectal cancer (CRC)
  - One FDR with CRC <50y

**B4:** 5 yearly colonoscopy 30–75
Aspirin\(^2\) 75mg od from 40y

- FDR with CRC <40 y who has FDR/SDR with CRC <60y

Key
- FDR = First degree relative
- SDR = Second degree relative
- TDR = Third degree relative

Notes
To move across to a higher levels of screening, all previous criteria must be met.

\(^1\) These cases of CRC must be confirmed

\(^2\) Aspirin recommended but decision regarding administration is made on a per-case basis by GP in accordance with co-morbidities

* See FAQ document for further details: . http://www.icr.ac.uk/protocols